OpenChain Japan Work Group Meeting

Date: August 31st, 2018, 14:30-17:30
Venue: Fujitsu Kawasaki (Nakahara) Office
Attendee list is on the end of file.

Meeting memo:

(1) About OpenChain Japan Work Group (Fukuchi)
Explanation document has been written for newcomers to understand the overview easily.
The document has been stored on GitHub.
When changes are needed, please send pull request via GitHub.

(2) An issue in OSS compliance and proposal of enlightenment activity (Ohuchi)
There are many cases where license notice and copyright notice are not written appropriately. Engineers for products need to search or collect such notices. This is not good.
To comply with OSS compliance, OSS license notice and copyright notice in an original source code from OSS community should be written correctly.
To propose an enlightenment activity in Japan WG.

(3) Contribution of FAQ for OSS compliance (Ohuchi)
Engineers may read website to understand OSS license, but the contents in many website are wrong information.
To provide right information, FAQ for OSS license has been made by Fujitsu.
Fujitsu kindly contributes the FAQ to Japan WG, so that Japan WG can maintain the FAQ and add a new question to the FAQ.

(4) Introduction of Fujitsu activity about OSS license compliance (Ueba)
Contribution to Yocto project
Evaluation of scan tools for OSS license and copyright

(5) Proposal of Future Activity (Shane Coughlan via YouTube video)
(At first, Shane was scheduled to attend the meeting via telephone, but due to change of schedule he could not attend via telephone, so that he sent his message via YouTube video.)
Let’s build the future with the OpenChain Project
Let’s evolve from an “interest based group” to a “goal based group”
(6) About Future activity (Imada, Endo, Fukuchi)
As Shane is proposing, we would like to consider the future plan.
The notice is sent via ML and everyone can join.
Please participate in the activity.

(7) Proposal for enlightening OSS compliance over suppliers (Ueda)
To propose making a leaflet for sales persons for OSS compliance enlightenment.
Please participate the activity.

(8) BoF session (Chair: Kato)
The theme is “What is the value of OSS compliance”
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